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while the process is more complicated, there is a far easier way to obtain the videos; purest it , a massive video-converting site, offers free downloads of all the.flv videos you can find on the internet. you'll find all the files i have used, organized in folders, so you can pick and choose which you wish to download. the site also offers.avi and.divx conversion, but since
most people only need the.flv format, this is a better option. if you wish to search for the video-making the man-behind-the-scenes you can simply enter his nickname "the golem" in the search bar. this is also a good option if you don't wish to download the videos. first off, the packaging is a mere slip case without a booklet and is made of cheap, thin cardboard

which folds down into a very short and light package. but then we come to the good stuff, the first decade has ten hours of new video footage, a two page comic book and three new levels in the original 1995 games. the package is bursting at the seams with information and background! the physical products are very well packed, with plenty of room for expansion.
perhaps i am getting old, but the paper material of the case, card back and comic felt like luxury items in 1991. even the cardboard can sometimes crack from being handled for a few weeks, for something that isn't reinforced at all. the comic book retells a story of the first few months of the nineties, with the comic being a limited production run (possibly only a few

thousand). it's an excellent look at early life in the gaming industry, of 3d gaming, development, and the inevitable loss of friends. a great complement to any command & conquer fan. but i digress, let's explore the contents.
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